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Kingdom of Spain Entrepreneurial Career Award
Last November 23rd, in a ceremony held in the Monastery of las Huelgas in Burgos, José Antolin Toledano, Honorary President of
Grupo Antolin, collected the Kingdom of Spain Entrepreneurial Career Award, presented by King Felipe VI.

Cristina Gutiérrez
and Grupo Antolin,
partners in the
Dakar 2017
Grupo Antolin sponsors the Spanish rally driver in next
year's race.
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20th anniversary
GA-Kentucky
Grupo Antolin-Kentucky celebrated its
20th anniversary on October 24th. Ernesto
Antolin, Chairman of GA and Pablo
Baroja, NAFTA region director, were in
charge of giving the welcome speech to
honor GA-Kentucky.
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Enhancement of the
2030 Sustainable
Development Agenda

Grupo Antolin and the UN Sustainable Development Goals Fund (SDG) have signed an agreement to
promote the fulfilment of the priorities included in the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda.
page 11
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GLOBAL PRESENCE
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Grupo Antolin is a leading multinational company in the manufacture of automobile interiors globally.
The company will continue to focus and work on enhancing its global presence, innovation and people
as the key elements in its corporate development.

THE PHOTO

EXPEDITION MONT BLANC
2016

During the first week of
September, three employees of
Grupo Antolin in UK, Manuel Laiz,
Javier González and Diego Pérez,
organized the expedition to climb
the highest mountain in Europe,
The Mont Blanc. To prepare for
the climb, the group had to train
several skills in climbing and train
hard to get ready to manage the
worst conditions they could find
in the mountain.
The trip was a great adventure
for all of them!
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José Antolin, Kingdom of Spain
Entrepreneurial Career Award
José Antolin Toledano, Honorary President of Grupo Antolin, collected the Kingdom of Spain Entrepreneurial Career
Award, presented by King Felipe VI on November 23. In a ceremony held in the Monastery of las Huelgas in Burgos.

It is great recognition for his career
and for his role as an exemplary businessman who has done important
work in Spain in terms of generating
employment, innovation and internationalization.
During the event, the Vice Chair of Grupo Antolin and daughter of the award
winner, María Helena Antolin, highlighted that "the principles that have characterized the daily life of José Antolin are
universal. They have driven the development of a specific business project, but
they would also be valid for any other
company and, of course, for our country.
She also said that "hard work, honesty,
ambition to improve, and an unwavering
commitment to innovation have been
the ingredients in an equation that today
shows results never before dreamed of".
José Antolin founded the company with
his brother, Avelino Antolin López, and
they formed a perfect tandem. Avelino

was the leader of the more strategic
and commercial part, and José led in the
area of innovation and its technological
application. From the beginning, they
both focused decisively on the internal
talent in the company, thanks to which
Grupo Antolin is today a world leader in
the automotive interior industry, based
on a workforce of employees who are
committed to the project.

A commitment to
innovation while
maintaining the company’s
traditional roots have been
the cornerstones to its
development

Innovation and a commitment to its
origins have been essential, and for

Círculo de Empresarios, Círculo de Economía and
Círculo de Empresarios Vascos, with the backing of
the Royal Household, organize the Kingdom of Spain
Entrepreneurial Career Award each year to recognize the
career of a leading figure in the world of business.

that reason Burgos has played a fundamental role in the evolution of the
award winner and his business. "It is
impossible to understand José Antolin
without seeing his passion and perseverance to ensure that the business
moves forward, generates social welfare and helps improve the lives of his
fellow citizens" added the Vice Chair.
Grupo Antolin has a clear commitment to local companies, through
which it has attempted to boost their
internationalization. A clear example
of this is the following figure: in the
period 2012-2015, purchases originating in Burgos and for use abroad
grew by 68%.
Finally, and given that the King is the
best ambassador of the Spain Brand,
María Helena Antolin stressed that
wherever there is a Grupo Antolin factory there is a Spanish flag waving, so
the Group contributes its grain of sand
to strengthening the Spain Brand.
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Your Majesty, Members of the Authorities, Ladies and Gentlemen
On behalf of my father, whose emotion prevents him from taking the floor today, I would like to thank Your Majesty for the honor you give us by presiding
over this ceremony and presenting him with the Third Edition of the Kingdom
of Spain Entrepreneurial Career Award.
Many thanks also to the promoters, the organizers and the jury for this Award
that fills us with pride and joy because it means the recognition of an entrepreneur. And if José Antolin has been one thing throughout his life, it is that: An
entrepreneur committed to creating long-term value.
He has done it in the only way he knew how: By working hard and keeping to
the principles which have enabled a small workshop in Burgos to become today
a multinational that is present in 26 countries and has over 28,000 employees.
The principles that have underlain José Antolin’s work are universal. They have
driven the development of a specific business project, but they would also be
valid for any other company and, of course, for our country. Hard work, honesty, ambition to improve, and a commitment to inescapable innovation have
been the ingredients of an equation that today presents results never dreamed
of before. The company has grown in the image and likeness of its founders,
José and Avelino, who formed a perfect tandem: While Avelino led the more
strategic and commercial side, José did the same in the field of innovation and
its technological application. In addition, both were fully committed to the
company’s in-house talent, which has made it possible to set up a fertile academy of employees who are passionate about this project.

King Felipe VI extolled the capacity and values of
José Antolin "Pepe", who has always focused on
hard work and his land

There is an old saying that for a tree to stay alive, it must be firmly rooted.
In our case these roots are in Burgos, which has played a crucial role in the
evolution of the award winner and his business project. It is impossible to understand José Antolin without his passion and perseverance to ensure that the
project would move forward, generate social welfare and help improve the lives
of his fellow citizens.
This makes it easier to grasp Grupo Antolin’s pull effect on the local economy
and the network of suppliers that we have created over the years. As far as
possible, we have always chosen the nearest ones. In the period 2012-2015, purchases originated in Burgos and for use abroad grew by 68%. This demonstrates
how we support the internationalization of local companies, something which
is extremely relevant in opening up new opportunities for them and enabling
their future viability. It is for this reason that as part of our global footprint we
continue to preserve the local roots of our business project.
In the same way, and at the request of the award winner, wherever there is a
Grupo Antolin facility, our country’s flag also flies.
Sir, we would hope that with this measure, we are doing our bit to help to the
building of the Marca España (Spain Brand), of which Your Majesty is the finest
ambassador, and so we would like to thank you for the work you carry out all
over the world to tell people about the strengths of our country and your efforts
to ensure its unity and stability. It is a determination that is worth emphasizing on days like today.
Thank you again, Your Majesty, for your presence here today, and thanks also to
the rest of the guests for your attendance at this event.
Today is a day we will never forget.

María Helena Antolin
Grupo Antolin Vice Chair

During the ceremony, King Felipe was accompanied by, among others, Álvaro Nadal,
Minister of Energy, Tourism and Digital Agenda; Juan Vicente Herrera Campo, President
of the Regional Government of Castilla y León; Javier Vega de Seoane, President of
Círculo de Empresarios and Antón Costas, President of Círculo de Economía.
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In the center of the picture: José Antolin (Honorary President of GA) and King Felipe VI
along with María Helena Antolin (Vice Chair of GA), Ernesto Antolin (Chairman of GA), Jesús
Pascual (CEO of GA) and the members of the GA Management Committee
The act was attended by numerous authorities and
businessmen. It was held at the Chapter room of Las
Huelgas, a monastery of Cistercian nuns, founded in
1187 by King Alfonso VIII and his wife Queen Leonor

THE AWARD
The award is a reproduction of a merit medal from the
time of Carlos III whose original dates back to 1764. The
Jury that bestows this distinction is led by Marcelino Oreja
Aguirre and is comprised of prominent representatives of
Spanish civil society: Tom Burns Marañón (Essayist and
journalist), Adela Cortina (Professor of Ethics, Director of
the ETNOR Foundation), Antonio Garrigues (Honorary
President of Garrigues), Carmen Iglesias, Countess of
Gisbert (Academic and Director of the Royal Academy of
History), Emilio Lamo de Espinosa (Professor of Sociology,
President of R.I. Elcano), Juan José López Burniol (Notary),
Dr. Rafael Matesanz (Director of the National Transplant
Organization), and Javier Senent García (President of the
Spanish Red Cross).
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Grupo Antolin with Cristina Gutiérrez,
from Burgos, at Dakar 2017
Cristina Gutiérrez, from

WHAT IS THE DAKAR?

Burgos, will fulfill a dream

The Dakar is a 40 year old competition created by
Thierry Sabine who got lost on his motorcycle in
the Libyan desert whilst taking part in the Abjdjan-Nice rally. He told everyone around him with
much fascination about what had happened and
decided to invent a route that would start from Europe. The route would start in Paris, go to Algiers,
pass through Agadez and finish in Dakar.

this coming January 2 when
she crosses the starting line
at Dakar 2017. Grupo Antolin
has contributed to this
achievement and will take
part in Cristina's race as a

IS THE ROUTE ALWAYS THE SAME?

sponsor. This young woman

Initially the race began in Europe and finished in
Dakar. In 1992, an exceptional edition was proposed
in which the participants crossed the African continent from north to south. And in 2009 the Dakar
was held in South America for the first time.

has wanted to be a part of
this adventure since she first
got behind the wheel of an

WHERE AND WHEN DOES DAKAR 2017
START?

automobile with her father
aged just 4 years old.

Cristina is a true example of strength and talent,
and at just 25 years old she is a sound and experienced driver. Last season she managed to win the
title of runner-up in Spain, which gave her the opportunity to enter the race of her dreams. "Like almost everyone in my sport, when I was a little girl
I imagined myself leaping over dunes and driving
the most complicated tracks in the world in the
African Dakar that we saw on television".
This young driver is an Ambassador for the Women and Motoring project from the Royal Spanish
Automobile Federation where she does important work in an industry in which a feminine presence is not normal. Cristina is seeking to be the
first Spanish woman to finish a race in the car category.
The young driver is preparing for the most mythical Rally Raid, in which she will take part driving a
Mitsubishi Montero in the T1S category, reserved
for prototype off-road vehicles with standard mechanics, prepared by ARC-MIRACAR. It has a 3.2
liter diesel engine and is capable of up to 240 HP.
Assistance will be in the form of a T5 truck and 2
rapid assistance vehicles from the DKR Raid Service team. The DKR structure will also be looking after another car in the race: that manned by
Isidre Esteve and Txema Villalobos, on their return
to Dakar eight years after their début in cars.
Cristina will take part in this race, which in this
edition has the capital of Panama as its starting
point, alongside the experienced co-driver Pedro

In this edition, which will take place from January
2 to 14, 2017, Paraguay has been added to the list of
countries to host the race. There are now a total
of 29. This will be the fifth time that the Dakar has
been held in South America.

"We believe that Cristina is a
perfect fit for our company:
a young woman with
potential who has already
demonstrated her talent in
the competitive environment
of motor sport"

La Paz

BOLIVIA
Oruro

Uyuni
Tupiza

Salta

PARAGUAY

San Salvador
de Jujuy

Asunción

San Miguel Resistencia
de Tucumán
Chilecito

Ernesto Antolin

Grupo Antolin Chairman

ARGENTINA
San Juan
Rio Cuarto

López, who has extensive experience as a mechanic, which provides added value to the team.
"It's a privilege because she is an incredible driver and I'm sure that we will really enjoy the race",
says Pedro.
"I'm very happy to be given this opportunity and confident that we will have an intelligent race. The goal
this year is simply to finish and try to learn as much
as possible"
Both her family and the DKR Raid Service team have
played an important role in the pursuit of this dream
as they have supported her and thrown themselves
into this project. Cristina is also grateful to all the
sponsors who have made this dream a reality.
Grupo Antolin is one of Cristina Gutiérrez's main
sponsors, but she has also gained the support of
other companies such as Gestamp, Mitsubishi and
Uremóvil Burgos, Grupo Siro, Grupo Cropu, Siroko
and Proclinic. ▪

Buenos Aires

HAS A WOMAN EVER WON THIS RACE?
The German woman Jutta Kleinschmidt became
the first female stage winner in 2001 driving a
Schlesser buggy. She had already taken part in the
competition thirteen years previously but in the
motorcycle category.

WHAT IS THE HISTORY OF THE
PRESENCE OF BURGOS IN THE DAKAR?
Cristina Gutiérrez is not the first person from
Burgos to seek victory in the Dakar. Before her, and
in the trucks category, Alberto Herrero, Roberto
Palacios and Mario Ausín tried their luck in the
competition in 2013. That year Herrero was the veteran because in 2010 he took part accompanied by
Gonzalo Asurmendi and in 2012 he competed with
José Javier Paisán.

grupoantolin
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What do you think is the biggest
advantage of your new vehicle,
the “Uremovil Mitsubishi Burgos
Rally Raid”?

Since I started racing with Mitsubishi
I’ve gotten a lot better as a driver because they are vehicles that give you reliability, stability, and safety at the wheel. It’s a car I know very well and that’s a
great advantage compared with drivers
who don’t know so much about their
cars. The ARC-Miracar team is getting a
complete car ready that can battle for
the category, although our main objective is to finish the rally.
Who do you think will be your
biggest rival during this Dakar rally?

Interview
with Cristina
Gutiérrez
What does this adventure mean
for you?

For me this adventure means fulfilling
one of my dreams. I’ve been battling
for many years to get here and finally
I’ve done it thanks to the support of
big companies like Grupo Antolin that
have gotten involved in the project.
What’s a 25-year-old orthodontist
doing racing in the Dakar rally?

I’m enthusiastic about life and I’m
able to set aside enough time for both
things, and right from the beginning I
knew that I wanted to study and build
a future outside rallying. I’ve always
liked dentistry and I didn’t want to
give up either of my two passions:
Everything’s possible with effort, enthusiasm, and organization.
These championships call for both
physical and mental preparation
since they are a difficult race, which

at the same time is very dangerous.
What do you think will be the
toughest thing you will have to face
on the Dakar?

I think that the most difficult thing will
be everything that I’m not used to, especially the altitude in Bolivia during
many stages in a row and its impact
on fatigue which may well set my pace
in the race. So we’re working very hard
on the physical endurance side. It’s a
lot of days and a lot of hours in a car
and it’s important to be ready for it.
You’re the only woman competing
in this Dakar rally in the
T1S category (with standard
mechanics) for off-road vehicles.
You know that you’re facing a
great challenge in which you will
have to contend with becoming the
first Spanish woman to complete a
Dakar rally in cars. Does this mean
any extra pressure?

Rather than seeing it as pressure I think
of it as something to be excited about.
Being able to make history in Spanish
motorsport and especially finishing the
rally and breaking down barriers makes
you even more eager to do it. Women in
motorsport can go head-to-head with
men and I want to prove this.

Cristina Gutiérrez during the official
presentation to the media of the Dakar 2017
project . It took place last 28th of November at
the High Council for Sport in Madrid

Which qualities
would you pick out
about yourself as a
driver?
My qualities
are tenacity,
battling through,
persistence, keeping
a cool head at times
of pressure, and
in particular, and
most importantly,
eagerness to
continue learning at
the wheel

This first year our main objective is simply to finish the rally, but of course if I
have to mention someone, rather than
a rival, it’d be my teammate Isidre Esteve. He has done the Dakar rally many
times on motorcycles and in cars and
knows how to get around the area.
Which stretch of this Dakar rally
route presents the greatest difficulty?

The Bolivian part might well be a turning point in the race due to the altitude and its impact on cars and drivers alike. I also think the area where
there is fesh-fesh (very fine sand) might hide traps underneath it which
could damage the cars.
What does it mean for you that a
multinational with Burgos roots
like Grupo Antolin is supporting
you in this project?

I really appreciate the support that such
a major international company is giving
to this project and that goes for the whole company, directors, deputy directors,
workers, and so on. I will always be grateful for this support, and most of all I
will proudly wear the logo of a company
which in addition to having been founded
in my city was one of the first to back me.
What values do you think you share
with Grupo Antolin? Courage,
enthusiasm, passion for work...

Enthusiasm for work, effort, international reach, and primarily competitiveness in the automotive sector.
It’s important to have the support of
your whole family, but how do they
feel about their daughter tackling a
rally that involves so much risk?

Over time they’ve gotten to deal with it
a lot better. When I started racing, they
might have been worried because of safety fears and my inexperience. But once
they learned more about it and saw how
things are done in this type of rally plus
their complete confidence in me mean I
think they are as enthusiastic about it as
I am and are looking forward to departure time in Paraguay.
And finally, what do you hope to
achieve with this new experience as
a participant in the Dakar rally?

I hope I can build a future in the Dakar
rally; finishing it would be a great result
and especially taking away a great experience for the rest of my life. ▪
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Grupo Antolin, a key player in the
industrial history of Burgos
Grupo Antolin took part in the 'Companies with history' industrial exhibition that was run last
October at the Casa del Cordón palace in Burgos, promoted by the Caja de Burgos Foundation.

Through audiovisual material, products, historical documents
and machinery, visitors could discover the history of Cerámicas
Gala, Gonvarri and Grupo Antolin, what their factories produce, what impact they have had on society, their international
reach and the importance of their employees.
Visitors also had the opportunity to take a surprising and innovative journey through time, accessing an interactive exhibit
with a dramatized visit (Colectivo Inesperado company) inside
the Casa del Cordón. The fusion of storytelling, new technologies and digital materials (virtual reality, video-mapping and
audiovisual content) allowed visitors to explore the history of
the three companies.
The history of industry in Burgos also merged with art and culture, with the displaying of works by renowned artists from
the Guild of Visual Artists in Burgos.

The curator of the exhibition, Gonzalo Andres López (Professor of Human Geography in the Department of History, Geography
and Communication at the University of Burgos) has designed and developed the pieces on display with a multidisciplinary
team of researchers from the University of Burgos, experts in new technologies and virtual recreation.

The total economic contribution of Antolin in Spain in 2015 was
equivalent to 12% of the GDP of Burgos and 0.1% of the GDP of
Spain, which is like saying that Grupo Antolin is behind 1 in
every €1,000 of wealth generated in Spain.
Grupo Antolin also had a significant multiplier effect on economic activity. The direct, indirect and induced employment
generated in Spain by Grupo Antolin is equivalent to 20% of industrial employment in Burgos. ▪

Grupo Antolin has risen
to the world podium for
automotive interiors,
always with Burgos as its
industrial headquarters

Burgos is one of the most important Spanish industrial regions.
This exhibition has raised the profile of industry in Burgos, with
the objective being to strengthen the industrial culture. Almost
6,500 people took the innovative journey through the history
of Grupo Antolin, Cerámicas Gala and Gonvarri.
Grupo Antolin explained about its origins, roots and future,
an evolution during which it has retained its commitment to
Burgos as its industrial headquarters whilst firmly progressing
with its internationalization.
At the inauguration that took place on September 29, the Head
of Institutional Relations at GA, Cristina Sánchez, highlighted
the importance of raising awareness about the "pull" effect
of these companies on the local economy. "With the crisis we
have learned that the countries with more of their GDP accounted for by industry are more resistant, so it is essential to
support the sector", she added.

In addition to the innovative exhibition on the history of industry, the Burgos Forum was also held over two days, October 6 and 7,
and was attended by prestigious speakers including Javier Villacampa (Director of Corporate Innovation at Grupo Antolin). With
the theme of digital transformation, more than 600 participants addressed the key factors in this challenge of mobilizing the
business sector to ensure its modernization and improve its competitiveness.
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20 years of creating history
Grupo Antolin- Kentucky

Grupo Antolin-Kentucky celebrated its 20th anniversary on October 24.
Ernesto Antolin, Chairman of Grupo Antolin, traveled to Hopkinsville to
celebrate this tribute to the first plant set up in the USA.
During the celebrations, Ernesto Antolin and Pablo Baroja were in charge of
giving the opening and welcome speech to honor GA-Kentucky. They reminded
all their employees about how important they are to the company and the
capacity for work and leadership they all have.
At the end of the 1980s the Antolin family, always relying
on its technological capacity, took the leap into new markets. In 1989 it took a stake in Autoform, a German company
producing overhead paneling for BMW and Audi. Given the
great internationalization being experienced by the automotive industry at that time, the company decided to set a
course towards a new horizon and start operating on a new
continent: America.

In 1994 it founded the first production plant in the USA, in
Chicago, Illinois, dedicated to the manufacturing of overhead systems. Two years later the plant was transferred to
Hopkinsville, Kentucky, where it is still located today. Ford,
General Motors and Nissan have been its most important
customers since the beginning, and still are, although since
then Hyundai, Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Kia, Toyota and Honda
have been added to the list.
The plant currently has a total of 571 employees and covers
an area of 22,724 m2. Grupo Antolin-Kentucky is one of the
company's main plants in the NAFTA region, of which Pablo
Baroja is the director. ▪
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Grupo Antolin launches the:

"Healthy Company" Program
The last review of the Occupational Health and Safety Policy, approved this year, included for the first time the explicit
commitment of Grupo Antolin’s Management to the well-being of its staff both in the workplace and outside. To fulfil
this commitment it launched the "Healthy Company" Program.

Padel competition, male category winner’s

Emotional gym workshop

"Healthy Company" is a program whose objectives are:
to improve the health and well-being of the employees,
reduce chronic illnesses, and increase the motivation,
competitiveness and image of Grupo Antolin.
"We are a company
that continuously
promotes and
protects the health
and well-being of its
employees"

This initiative, which started as a pilot test at the Headquarters, will be rolled out to all of the company's plants and offices next year.
The first step, after amending the OHS Policy, was to conduct a healthy habits survey which resulted in participation
of 67.49% with a total of 409 responses.
Analyzing the results, in collaboration with Mutua Universal, the following main health risks were identified: poor
eating habits, low physical activity, cardiovascular risk and
work-related stress.

Poor eating habits
Low physical activity

21.9%
19.8%
18.6%

67.49%

409

responses

Participation
rate

Cardiovascular risk
Work-related stress

Musculoskeletal risk
14.4%
14%

As soon as the results were available, the "Healthy Company"
team, formed by Corporate Social Responsibility, Human Resources Headquarters, HR Development, Occupational Health
and Safety and the Medical Service, identified the three main
lines of action: physical health, emotional health and nutrition.

Physical Health
To solve the problem of low physical activity, the company has
created the enForma Sports Club, a new activity based on taking part in sports such as running, cycling, football, paddle tennis and hiking. So far, the initiative has been welcomed with
great enthusiasm and good participation so, for example, the
running training group involves an average of 25 people, who
have already taken part in various races, and the Paddle Tennis
Tournament that was held on November 12 involved 52 people.
In addition to taking part in sports, work is being done on initiatives such as improving health examinations, postural correction workshops and therapeutic programs for stopping smoking that will no doubt be launched at the beginning of 2017.

Emotional Health
The Emotional Gymnasium began at the beginning of November
in order to provide the attendees with practical training to learn
how to control their emotions instead of being controlled by them.

MAIN RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE HEALTH HABITS SURVEY

36.2%

Head office canteen

Smoking

Alcohol and drugs
1%

Three workshops have been launched so far: "Managing my
emotions", "Reducing stress and mindfulness" and "Improving
my relationships" and these were attended by 60 people, with
another 60 people waiting for the workshops that will be held
at the beginning of 2017.

Nutrition
In the "Ágape-Cocina al natural" canteen at the Headquarters,
healthy and balanced menus are prepared daily for the employees. However, some initiatives have been defined in collaboration with Aramark, the supplier of the dining service, to provide
information about healthy foods, their benefits and also how
to prepare healthy meals for dinner and at the weekend.
The "Healthy Companies" program has only just begun and
the objective of Grupo Antolin’s Management is for it to continue, seeking to continuously improve the well-being of its
employees. Think about your health! ▪
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Grupo Antolin and the UN Sustainable Development Goals Fund (SDG) have signed an agreement to promote
the fulfilment of the priorities included in the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda.

Grupo Antolin signs an agreement
with the UN to strengthen the 2030
Sustainable Development Agenda
Grupo Antolin is
a global leader in
Headliners and is
present in one out of
every four vehicles
across the world, with
an annual production
of 20 million units
Coretech, which is produced in
the company's factory in Ágreda
(Soria), forms part of the innovation that characterizes Grupo
Antolin, linked in this case to concern for the ecological impact of
its activities. This technology has
been in use since 2005, mainly in
construction due to its acoustic
and insulating properties.

The agreement was ratified by Paloma Durán, Director of the SDG Fund, and Emma
Antolin, Corporate Social Responsibility Director and a member of Grupo Antolin’s
Board of Directors. With this signing, the head of the company undertakes to bring
to the project the Group's capacity for innovation, its internationalization and the
human excellence of the people who form it.
Emma Antolin pointed that this agreement is another step forward in the
implementation of the company’s CSR
strategy and a sign of its commitment
to sustainable development.
During the signing Paloma Durán said
that to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals we need to establish
new forms of collaboration between
the public and private sector. Due to
its innovative nature, this agreement
has huge potential in allowing a material that offers state of the art technology to be used for the benefit of those
who need it most for a reduced cost.
Various volunteer programs will be
carried out under this collaboration
agreement, as well as participation
in social infrastructure construction

projects. Both the organization and
Grupo Antolin will use Coretech for
this, a product developed by the company that is made using the leftovers
of the materials used to manufacture
overhead systems for vehicles.
Both parties will explore the use of
this product in infrastructures such as
training centers, social housing, temporary shelters and other uses, which
represents a very significant step in
the use of sustainable materials.

Grupo Antolin is one of the pioneers in the Spanish automotive
industry in reaching an agreement of this kind to help achieve
the goals of the 2030 Sustainable
Development Agenda.
This agreement is the result
of building the global Agenda
into Grupo Antolin’s responsible
business strategy through the
convergence of the Agenda’s 17
goals and 169 targets and the
plans and measures in the company’s project lines. The relationship
between the two parties is built
on shared principles and values,
where each will contribute its
knowledge, capabilities and
experience in order to reach the
different countries. ▪
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Volkswagen visits
Grupo Antolin-Tlaxcala,
Mexico
Dr. Gunter Randel, director of quality control at Volkswagen,
along with his management team from Germany and Mexico, visited the Grupo Antolin-Tlaxcala plant to monitor the
Tiguan project and supervise the first samples of parts made
in Mexico for the Volkswagen Premium van.
GA-Tlaxcala will produce the doors and overhead systems
that will be sequenced by GA-Silao (Puebla) to Volkswagen
Mexico. They are currently making the pre-series that will
finish at the beginning of 2017 and in May (week 19) mass production will begin with a maximum volume of 1,050 vehicles
per day. ▪

The meeting was also attended by Pablo Baroja, director of
Grupo Antolin NAFTA region

Tech day at SKODA
On September 23, Grupo Antolin held an exhibition day at the Skoda headquarters in Mlada Boleslav. This
successful initiative, led by our salesmen Josef Janeba and Jaroslav Blazka, reinforces our strong commitment to this customer, a manufacturer that is gaining in image and performance in the dynamic world
of vehicles with increasingly competitive models in which Antolin hopes to be more present each day. ▪

The visitors were
surprised by
the conditions
of the factory's
facilities and the
level of order and
discipline it has
achieved in such
a short time since
its opening. They
were also especially
very satisfied by
the control and
excellent start of the
Audi Q5 project.
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Grupo Antolin at IZB
Grupo Antolin took part in the IZB International Trade Fair
from October 18 - 20 with its own stand where it exhibited
recently launched components as well as some latest generation innovations. We attended IZB for several reasons. First,
it was our debut in the German market following the acquisition of Magna Interiors. Second, the German OEMs and the
Volkswagen Group are some of our company's main customers in terms of invoicing. Grupo Antolin is present in Germany with various technical and commercial centers, including
those in Wolfsburg and Munich, which provide support to
the conceptualization and development activity involved in
new projects in this country.
The innovations presented that drew most attention were
those relating to built-in lighting. These products were
demonstrated in a dark room in order to fully appreciate their
intensity and definition.
We are very satisfied with our participation given the large
number of customers and suppliers who came to the stand
during the three days of the fair. ▪

Tech day at Mahindra
On October 25, Mahindra was able to enjoy an exhibition prepared by Grupo Antolin at its facilities in Kandivili.
The presentation was attended by a large number of Mahindra
staff who could appreciate the extensive portfolio of products
produced by our Group. The attendees could also see our offer in
Europe with instrument panels and consoles manufactured for
European customers. Mahindra is a leading customer in India
where Grupo Antolin wants to increase its presence. ▪

BMW Brilliance
Automotive (BBA)
Supplier Day
GA China was invited to attend BMW Brilliance
Automotive (BBA) Supplier Day in Shenyang on
Oct 19th with the theme of “New Journey, New
Excellence”. Jorge Juárez, director of Asia Pacific
region and Julien Adillon, VP Sales China attended. During this day, quality, sales and cost down
targets were highlighted as well as showing historical data from BMW China.

GA China is the biggest headliner supplier and also
one of the biggest interior suppliers for BBA which
shows the high competence and confidence. Besides, large investment was implemented to be
sure of the continuous growing. Especially Shenyang plant was built for supporting BBA’s headliner
projects integrating one JIT facility in Tiexi, together
with the HL substrate production and another JIT in
Daedong to supply the other BBA facility.
For future aspect, GA China will maintain the
market share against competition, improve
communication with full functional of BMW
China and BBA and secure quality assurance in
BMW standard. Future is promising! ▪
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María Helena Antolin receives an award
for being one of the 25 leading women in
the automotive industry in Europe
María Helena Antolin, Vice-President of Grupo Antolin, has been recognized as one of the 25 leading
women in the automotive industry in Europe, according to the Automotive News Top 25 Leading
Women 2016 ranking, the ceremony for which was
held in Paris on September 29.
The delivery of this award coincided with the celebration of the Paris Motor Show, one of the sector's
most important events worldwide and where Grupo Antolin was also present.

The Automotive News magazine is one of the most
prestigious publications in the automotive industry. The first time this ranking was published was in
2008, and since then there have been many changes in the sector, including the growth in the role of
women. There are currently two companies in the
European automotive industry run by women and
almost all brands have women at the top. ▪
From left to right: Joe Vitale (Deloitte), María Helena Antolin (Vice Chair of Grupo Antolin) and Luca Ciferri (Editor of Automotive News Europe)

The Industry Observatory 4.0
visits the head office

On Friday, October 21 the Industry Observatory 4.0 visited Grupo Antolin's head office in Burgos. Fernando Sanz, Overheads & Soft Trim Business Unit Director, Javier

Villacampa, Director of Innovation, and Susana Cuevas, Director of Information
Systems were in charge of conducting the visit.
The Industry Observatory 4.0 is a forum for exchanging ideas and experiences relating to technologies, solutions, development, regulations and best practices, integrated by professionals from various industrial sectors, at an individual level. ▪

Susana Cuevas (first from the left in the photo) graduated as a
Telecommunications Engineer from the University of Valladolid.
With a career spanning over 23 years in various business sectors,
including telecommunications, B2B services and IT project offices,
holding various positions, she has been at Grupo Antolin for over
16 years in senior positions in the systems division.

Susana Cuevas, winner of the Connected
Industry Impetus Award 2016
Susana Cuevas, the Information Systems Manager at
Grupo Antolin, has been distinguished with the Connected Industry Impetus Award by the Industry Observatory.
This honor recognizes the work undertaken by the team
headed by Susana Cuevas to integrate technology in the
company’s entire value chain. Connectivity between information systems and production methods is a strategy
that Grupo Antolin has been committed to for a long time,
and has now become a key factor in the company’s competitiveness. In this respect, Grupo Antolin has worked
not only to provide access to high quality information

but also to understand its context and take timely decisions in line with the specific needs of each situation. In
recent years, Grupo Antolin has undergone a far-reaching digitalization process in which its processes have

“The use of information technologies
in the company’s industrial processes
is one of the keys to guaranteeing the
Grupo Antolin’s competitiveness”

GA received for 6 years
running the Progress
Report of the Advanced
Level

been shifted from traditional supports to become fully
digitized and interconnected. “We are fully involved in
the management of production methods and hence
the working model of our plants. We seek the utmost
flexibility and are committed to implementing collaborative strategies that enable us to improve our performance,” says Susana Cuevas.
This adaptation not only affects corporate processes
but also the way they are communicated and produced,
thus streamlining and motivating the company and
strengthening its corporate culture.▪

The Advanced Level rating represents recognition from the United
Nations of the continual work and support at Grupo Antolin to ensure that there is an understanding, promotion and dissemination
of the ten principles of the Global Compact. Grupo Antolin has been
working to achieve higher levels of performance, impact and collective action in terms of sustainability to face the continuous challenges that arise every day. ▪
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Ernesto Antolin
visits Thailand
and China
From Nov 8th to 10th Mr. Ernesto Antolin visited Thailand and China territory.
The visit was accompanied by Asia Pacific Regional Director Jorge Juárez
which consisted into three parts: board
meeting with the partner of NHK Antolin Thailand, Shanghai office and plant
visit, meeting with CAAI partner CAIP.
NHKA Thailand made continuous
progress of the business during this
year which shows the high compe-
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tence of the employees. In Shanghai
Office, Ernesto met people, checked
the show room latest status; in the
Shanghai plant, he checked the results of the renovation and commented positively of the new show room
and the new layout.
Later he made a plant visit to get to
know the production process and current projects running status. Then he
moved to Changshu to meet the owner of partner CAIP, Mr. Luo to have dinner. Both parts reached agreement of
the smooth corporation and look into
the bright future. Mr. Ernesto was satisfied with the visit. ▪

Spanish
National Day
Oct 12th is the Spanish National Day. As
one of the biggest Spanish companies
based in China, GA China attended the
celebration organized by Spanish Embassy in Beijing. This is the big event including
most representatives from various Spanish companies, other related companies,
and Chinese authorities, people from the
business and arts communities and the
Diplomatic Corps in Beijing.

Grupo Antolin-Saltillo
celebrates 1,000 days
without an accident
Last Tuesday, November 22, Grupo Antolin-Saltillo celebrated 1,000 days without an accident. The last registered was in
February 2014, in the line of the L42 operation GP-12, when the
machine was stopped until the problem was resolved and, as in
all our processes, both existing and new, safety was the priority.
The safety policy is regularly reviewed with all the staff. Jacinto
Reyna, manager of the plant, looks after the safety of its employees and reminds them that "if they send us to work in one
piece we have to go home in one piece." ▪

As one of the sponsors of this activity, GA
China showed importance and attention.
On site, Spanish gastronomy and a musical performance were offered to around
500 guests, which offered platform for
people to get to know each other and celebrate this unforgettable moment.
GA China representatives had a talk with
Ambassador for showing appreciation
and honor. The Ambassador was giving
high recognition for GA’s contribution to
China and encouraged GA China to be the
leader of Spanish companies in China. ▪
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Human Resources Day
On November 8, 9 and 10, the regional meeting of Grupo Antolin’s Human Resources
Directors took place at the head office. Throughout these days the strategic HR lines

to be developed over coming years were presented, and action plans were established for each region and country. The results coming from the ongoing integration,
following the acquisition of Magna Interiors, were also analyzed, along with the new
trends that will be seen in the future in the area of human resource management in a
multinational environment. ▪

Convention for the sales
team
8 & 9 November
Fórum Evoluc i ón

COMMERCIAL
CONVENTION
Together 2.0

The annual Sales Convention took place in Burgos on November 8
and 9 under the slogan Together 2.0. This year the meeting was held
in the Evolution Forum, the perfect setting given the high number of
participants, close to one hundred. The convention served as a forum
for debating the importance of regulating financial negotiations and
reviewing key issues related to the business plan. It became clear that
a real long-term strategy is being developed for the first time, considering all aspects of the system. The presentation of a CRM platform to be
implemented in 2017 was also one of the highlights of the event.
China and the rapid changes that the country is undergoing was
the subject of extensive discussion. Our progress in that country
is unstoppable.
The innovation department presented several case studies involving the introduction of innovative solutions in our customers re-

The Doors & Hard
Trim Business Unit
holds the global
quality review
In October the first global review conferences on
the quality situation in our companies and projects
were held at the head offices of GA and GA-Aragusa.
These were attended by those responsible for mass
production quality and development from the three
continents where the Doors & Hard Trim Business
Unit is present.

december 2016

sulting from the sales team working in cooperation with the innovation and advanced engineering teams.
Miguel Ángel Vicente, Director of Commercial Operations, indicated
that ONE TEAM, the approach that has featured in previous editions,
has become more deeply rooted in sales activity. Today, behind the
sales function there is a single team, perfectly coordinated and motivated to deal with the challenges that the automotive market faces.
A market that in 2017 is expected to grow at a slower pace than in
previous years, meaning that the challenges will be even greater.
The convention was closed by our CEO, Jesus Pascual, who reinforced
the messages about the importance of financial management with
the customers. The complementary activities offered during the two
intense days encouraged networking among those attending. It
should be noted that the invitation was met with an unprecedented
response and for the first time the event was attended by salespeople
from four continents. ▪

The conferences were organized into several parts
which addressed issues such as:
· Mass production quality as a great way of showcasing our potential and capabilities to our customers.
· Quality during development as a great prevention
and excellence tool.
· The best practices of a leading company in terms of
quality (GA-Aragusa).
· The laboratory of ideas or transmission of knowledge
where we all channel the needs of integration, training, knowledge, improvements to the management
system, technical improvements, etc., to transmit to
the entire BU.

It is a strategic initiative to ensure
that we meet the increasingly
demanding commitments to satisfy
our customers' requirements as
efficiently as possible.
During the event we saw a high level of motivation
and great potential for collaboration and teamwork,
with clear interest in being better and more efficient
each day in the eyes of our customers by creating more
value in a more efficient way for Grupo Antolin, thus
guaranteeing our future. ▪
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Emma Antolin takes part in the
"Grupo Antolin, secrets of a
global company" event
The Schola Foundation and Castilla y León Entrepreneurs Forum organized the
'Grupo Antolin, secrets of a global company' event on November 8 at the AC Palacio de Santa Ana Hotel in Valladolid. Emma Antolin, Director of CSR at the company, was responsible for speaking at the event where she highlighted the company's commitment to innovation, internationalization, the family component
and, of course, people. ▪

María Helena Antolin participates
in the 31st edition of the IESE "the
battle against the automobile"
Emma Antolin and Luis
Ortiz de Lanzagorta, before
the conference started

Grupo Antolin holds technical
training on "Simulations
applied to our products"

On November 15 and 16, senior managers from the automotive industry along with
prestigious academics and prominent experts in the profession gathered in Barcelona to exchange ideas about the future in store for the "industry of industries". María
Helena Antolin attended as President of SERNAUTO to offer the vision and perspective of suppliers with regard to the continuous externalization of R&D, as well as the
growing value of the world of electronics in the automotive industry. ▪

On Friday, November 11 our colleagues from Simulation and Safety offered technical training on "Simulations applied to our products" at Grupo Antolin’s head
office. We would like to thank them for their cooperation and all those who attended for the interest shown in these events. ▪

"Women represent an
enormous pool of talent"
On October 14, María Helena Antolin, Vice Chair of Grupo Antolin, took part in a breakfast organized by CEOE in Madrid for
the "Promociona" Project. This project began in 2014 and its
objective is to improve women's access to management positions and Boards of Directors of Spanish companies. ▪
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GA-Saltillo
holds the
"Dress up
your Catrina"
competition
November 2 is All Souls' Day in Mexico
and one of the main elements of this
day is "La Catrina", originally called "La
Calavera Garbancera", which is a female skeleton. The "Garbanceros" were
native people who stopped selling corn
and instead sold chickpeas (called "garbanzos" in Spanish), pretending to be
like the Europeans and thus denying
their own race, heritage and culture.

december 2016

Open day in Shanghai
On Oct 30th, Antolin Shanghai Plant organized Open Day to invite family members of the plant employees to show gratitude
for the big effort employees have made and the family can take
this chance to see the working area and plant operation to
know Antolin product and related knowledge.

The "Dress up your Catrina" competition was held at Grupo Antolin-Saltillo
and consisted of each production line
creating and dressing their own "Catrina". The staff were then the judging
panel and assessed and scored the different "Catrinas" according to their design, outfit, facial decoration, accessories and material used.
The winners were: 1st "Catrinas" from DS
third shift and DS second shift. 2nd "Catrinas" from the TESLA line and Injection
UET 14. 3rd "Catrinas" from the Molding
Workshop and Administration. ▪

Grupo Antolin in the
3rd Volkswagen Navarra
Charity Race

Cross Cultural
Mentoring Program
in China
With the aim of helping the expatriate employees
adapt the local culture and work more effectively. It
is a one-to-one coaching program, combining local
with expatriate employees: one will be mentor (expatriate or local managers) while another one will be
the mentee. There are 12 groups in total starting from
August, 2016. Once in August, twice per month from

At that day, various activities were organized for kids. On-site
drawing competition in align with global, small interactive
games and Halloween lamp making.
Everyone enjoyed a lot that day and through this event, the relation between plant and the staff was enhanced to promote
better corporation and stimulate people’s willingness and motivations. ▪

The third edition of the Volkswagen Navarra Charity Cycle Race
was held on Sunday, October 2.Twenty four employees from
Grupo Antolin-Ara, Grupo Antolin-Irausa, Grupo Antolin-Ingenieria, as well as four employees from Grupo Antolin-Navarre,
participated on behalf of Grupo Antolin. This charity race raised
funds to help ADANO and the Children Against Cancer project
of the University Clinic of Navarre. ▪

September to October, 1-1.5 hours per time through
face-to-face or Lync or call to discuss different topics.
There was a summary meeting on Oct 21st that
each group presented their findings through these
months’ working out. Interesting topics were raised
and brought many discussions. How to interpret the
concept of “Yin and Yang”; different actions during
Price negotiation…
It would be a great opportunity to help participants
understand the fundamentals of culture and culture
categories. ▪

Talent Development in
Grupo Antolin-India
Grupo Antolin in India celebrates the Talent Development
Week where the employees are awarded because of their skills
in their current and future performance. ▪

grupoantolin
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GA in China Sports
Championship
On Nov 4th, GA in China held sports championship in
Shanghai with the selected participants from different
plants in China. Each team has its own slogan.
Badminton, basketball and Ping-Pong were the items
for competition. Besides these traditional items, there
was one fun game arranged to show the team spirit
that each team has to work out a solution to make the
game together walking from one side to the other side
under one carpet.

People joined with full passion and enthusiasm. Finally,
Antolin Shanghai office team became the basketball winner; Suzhou Antolin won both male and female badminton first prize.
The annually GA in China sports championship offered a

platform for people to gather together. As Jorge Juárez,
Director of Asia-Pacific Region, wished this sports championship will be extended to Asia so that there will be
more people to be involved and to make the whole Asia
team closer, know each other better, build up friendly relationship through the positive sports games. ▪

GA-Saltillo
with health and
safety
Grupo Antolin-Saltillo ran its 7th Health,
Safety and the Environmental Week, during
which all of the staff were given training on:
Prevention and timely detection of breast
cancer, preventing environmental contamination and use and care of personal
protective equipment. Talks were also given about: Evacuation, search and rescue,
first aid, use and handling of extinguishers,
spills, gas leaks…
The week ended with an open day and
drawing competition. The open day was
attended by the families of the employees
who were given a tour of the facilities with
an explanation of how we make our products. At the end of the tour, all of employees' children went to the classrooms to take
part in the Drawing Competition.

This same event involved people from Civil
Protection and the Fire Department who
also spoke to the children about their jobs
and later gave them a chance to look around
a fire truck and ambulance. To conclude the
event the plant manager, Jacinto Reyna,
thanked all those present. ▪

* The Ayuda Rosa Association, dedicated to strengthening
the overall health of vulnerable patients affected by cancer
through social programs such as prevention, emotional support,
oncology treatments and temporary housing, recognized the
work of Grupo Antolin-Saltillo in employing 5 people who had
cancer and are currently in the remission stage.

Grupo Antolin joins in with
the national food collection
campaign in Burgos
On Monday, November 21, the Burgos Food Bank, in collaboration with other organizations and institutions from across the city, held a press conference in the Press
Room at Burgos City Hall to raise awareness about the Great Food Collection that
took place on November 25 and 26. Around 50 people from Grupo Antolin, employees and family members, took part in this initiative as volunteers and went to the
assigned supermarket, in this case Hipercor.
The Great Food Collection is organized in parallel by the local Food Banks in different provinces across Spain in order to help the groups, families and people who are
most affected by poverty. ▪
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GA-Silao

Hugo Uriel Jaime Ortiz 7 years old

1st PRIZE CATEGORY B (8 TO 11 YEARS)

GA-Bratislava

Karolina Citovická 11 years old

Grupo Antolin
Christmas
Competition
This new edition of the children's Christmas Drawing Competition has once
again been a great success. Hundreds
of pictures have been received at the
head office and it was a very difficult
task to pick the winners this year. The
slogan chosen for the competition was
the integration of Magna Interiors into
the company. The idea selected by the
Corporate Social Responsibility team,
which has worked very hard again this
year on this project, was reflected in
most of the drawings. The cockpits appearing along with the doors, overhead
systems and seats, the bright colors and
imagination of the children, which is
more surprising each year, made a big
impression on the jury.
Each and every one of the drawings expressed the idea of Christmas in a very
different way, with a special charm and
creativity. However, as is the case each
year, there can only be four winners in
this competition, although for us everyone is a winner.

2nd PRIZE CATEGORY A GA-Turnov Šimon Vojt ch 7 years old

3er PRIZE CATEGORY A GA-Sanand Raol Divyaba 7 years old

2nd PRIZE CATEGORY B GA-Chennai S.Manicka Meenakshi 11 years old

3er PRIZE CATEGORY B GA-Ingenieria Lidia Núñez 11 years old

The winners in the different categories
will receive the following prizes:

First place:

TRIP

Second place:

BICYCLE
Third place:

TABLET

Fourth place:

CAMERA

Lastly, we would like to thank everyone
for taking part in this competition with
such excitement and enthusiasm and for
offering moments as magical as these...

4rd PRIZE CATEGORY A GA-Jarny Dylan Breton 7 years old

4rd PRIZE CATEGORY B Antolin Arteaga Andrea Magaly García 11 years old

A DRAWING = A SMILE

For each drawing received Grupo Antolin will donate a sum of money to a charitable children's project.

